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Abst ract - -Eventua l  disconjugacy of the time scale differential equation 
yAA(t) + pl(t)yA(t) + p2(t)y(t) = 0 
is established. These nonoscillation theorems are achieved by imposing integrability conditions on 
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1. BACKGROUND ON T IME SCALES 
Much recent at tent ion has been given to differential equations on t ime scales (or measure chains), 
and we refer the reader to the landmark  paper  of Hilger [1] for a comprehensive t reatment  of 
the subject.  Since then several authors have expounded on various aspects of this new theory;  
see [2-9]. Before introducing the problem of interest for this paper,  we present some definit ions 
and notat ion which are common to the recent l i terature on t ime scale differential equations.  Our  
sources for this background mater ia l  are the two papers by Erbe and Peterson [7,8] as well as the 
book by Bohner and Peterson [10]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let • be a closed subset of R, and let ~ have the subspace topology inherited 
from the Euclidean topology on R. The set ~ is referred to as a time scale or a measure chain. For 
t < sup ~ and r > inf ~7, define the forward jump operator, a, and the backward jump operator, p, 
respectively, by 
a(t) = inf{T E '~[ T > t} C ~, 
p(r) = sup{  e 7rl < r} e v, 
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for MI t, r E T. If a(t) > t, t is said to be right scattered, and if p(r) < r, r is said to be left 
scattered. Ira(t) = t, t is said to be right dense, and if p(r) = r, r is said to be left dense. 
REMARK 1.1. Here we provide some examples of t ime scales. 
(1) T = N, 
(2) ']i" = 7,, 
(3) v = U,,%o[2n, 2n + 1], 
(4) ~" = {0} U {1} U [2, 31 U {4} U {5}. 
We refer to (1) as the continuous case and (2) as the discrete case for obvious reasons. However, 
we are not l imited to these "extremes". Examples 3 and 4 are viable t ime scales as well. Note 
that  (1) is both left dense and right dense for each t E "IF, while (2) is left scattered and right 
scattered for each t El l ' .  On the other hand, (3) is left dense except at the left endpoints of 
each interval and right dense except at the right endpoints of each interval. Finally, (4) is left 
scattered for each t ~ (2, 3] and right scattered for t ~( [2, 3). 
DEFINITION 1.2. For x : T --* N and t E T Oft = sup'IF, assume t is not left scattered), define the 
delta derivative of x(t), denoted by x~(t) ,  to be the number (when it exists), with the property 
that, for any e > 0, there is a neighborhood, U, of t such that 
[[x(a(t)) - z(s)] - z~(t)[a(t) - s][ _< e I~(t) - sl ,  
for ali s E U. The second delta derivative of x(t) is defined by 
= 
REMARK 1.2. If "2 = JR, then for t E R, and any differentiable f : R ~ R, we have 
a(t) = p(t) = t and fz~(t) = f'(t).  
Hence, differential equations on this t ime scale are ordinary differential equations. 
On the other hand, if "2 = Z, then for t E Z and any sequence f : 77, --~ R, we have 
or(t) = t + 1, p(t) = t -  1, and fA(t)  = Af ( t ) .  
Here A f ( t )  = f ( t  + 1) - f (t)  is the usual forward difference operator,  and hence, differential 
equations on this t ime scale are finite difference equations. 
DEFINITION 1.3. I f  FZ~(t) = h(t), then define the integral by 
f t h(s) = F(t) - F(a). As 
An improper integral is defined as 
// i f (t)  At = lim f (t)  At. b---* oo  
We say that this integral converges if the limit exists and is finite. 
REMARK 1.3. If T = R, then the integral is the usual Riemann integral. I f  T = 77., then the 
integral on this t ime scale is the usual summat ion operator.  
Later  we will need to integrate by parts. The integration by parts formula [10] on t ime scales 
is 
fza(t)g(t) At = f(t)g(t) -- / f (a ( t ) )ga( t )  At. (1.1) 
DEFINITION 1.4. Define the dosed interval [a, b] C ]I' by 
[a,b] := {t E l l ' l a  < t < b}. 
Other closed, open, hMf-open, and half-closed intervals in T axe similaxly defined. 
For convenience, we will use interval notat ion [a, b] and inequalities such as a < t < b inter- 
changeably. 
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2. EVENTUAL D ISCONJUGACY 
We are concerned with the linear time scale differential equation 
y~(t )  + pl(t)y~(t)  + p2(t)y(t) = O. (2.1) 
We begin with some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The point to is a generalized zero o[ the [unction y(t) if either y(to) = 0 or 
y( t0 )y (~( t0) )  < o. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The time scale differentia/equation (2.1) is eventually disconjugate provided 
there is an interval [a, oc) on which no nontrivial solution of (2.1) has more than one generalized 
zero. 
Eventual disconjugacy was first dealt with for nth-order ordinary differential equations by 
Willet [11]. Willet proved that i fp~,. . .  ,p~ E C[O, c~) and 
f ~ tk-l lpa(t) ldt < oc, 1 <_ k < n, 
then 
n 
Cn)(t) + ~p~(t)y(n-*)(t) = o (2.2) 
i=1  
is eventually disconjugate. In a series of papers [12 14], Trench formulated weaker sufficient 
conditions (also in terms of integrability assumptions on pi) for the eventual disconjugacy of (2.2). 
Eloe [15] and Eloe and Henderson [16] then established these same results for nth-order finite 
difference quations. 
For motivation, first notice that the equation yZXa(t) = 0 is disconjugate on I0, oc). If we 
view (2.1) as a perturbation of yA~(t) = 0, then when Pa,P2 are small in some sense, then we 
might expect he disconjugacy of (2.1). We impose integrability assumptions on Pl, P2 to achieve 
this. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that 
ff ]o p(t) At  and tp(t) At 
converge and define 
Io(t;p) = p(t), 
I i(t;p) = Io(s;p) As  = p(s) As. 
Then I1 (t; p) satisfies 
wh ere 
I I~(t;p)l _< a(t) + a(,~(t)) 
t ' (2.3) 
fit c~ As  a(t) = sup sp(s)  = o (1) .  
t~to 
Moreover, if fo  tp(t) At  converges absolutely, then J t  p(s) As  converges absolutely. 
PROOF. Take U(t) = f~c sp(s) As. Consider 
p(s )  A8  = -- 8 -1VZ~(s)  As .  
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Integrating the right-hand side by parts yields 
F [ ] p(s )As  = - u (s )s - l l~  - u (~(s ) )  ( s - l )  ~ As  
< ~(t) + ~(~(t)___2) 
- t t 
Therefore (2.3) holds. | 
For the proof of the following disconjugacy criteria, see the paper by Bohner and Eloe [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. DISCONJUGACY CRITERIA ON TIME SCALES. I f  {Yl,Y2} forms a fundamental 
system of (2.1), then (2.1) is disconjugate provided 
yl(t) > 0 and ~/V(yl,y2)(t) > O, 
for every t in some interval [to, (x~). Here, W denotes the time scale Wronskian determinant given 
by 
y~(t) y2(t) 
w(y~, y~) = yl~(t ) y#(t) 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  fo  Pl(t ) At, fo  tp2(t) At, fo  ]II(t;p2)l At all converge, then (2.1) is eventu- 
ally disconjugate. 
To prove this theorem, we will show that the hypotheses imply (2.1) has a fundamental system 
{Yl, Y2} satisfying 
Yl = 1 + 0(1),  y2 = t(1 + O(1)), yl a = O ( t - l ) ,  y2 a = 1+ O(1). (2.4) 
If (2.4) holds, then W(yl,  Y2)(t) = 1 + 49(1) which is positive on some interval [a, oc). Theorem 2.1 
in turn implies that (2.1) is eventually disconjugate. 
THEOREM 2.3. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 imply that (2.1) has a fundamental system 
{Yl, Y2} satisfying (2.4). 
PROOF. Let m = 0, 1 be fixed. For to > 0, define the Banach space 
B(to) = {y(t):  y(t) = o(tm), ya(t)  = (9 (t in- l)} 
with the norm 
IJylr-- sup { (tl-m)  ly( )l +  l_m fy ( )l } (2.5) t>to 
Let My = ply A + P2Y and define the operator 
1 + f~°( t -  s)(My)(s) As, m = 0, 
(Ty)(t) = t + fttof~°(My)(s)AsAA, m = 1. 
We want to show that T : B(to) --* B(to) is a contraction for to sufficiently large. 
First, define 
J(t; h) = sl- '~(Mh)(s) As, h E B(to), t >_ to. (2.6) 
Keeping the right-hand side of J(t; h) in mind, we integrate by parts to obtain 
Jt f 81-rn(Mh)(8) ns : ~t 81-mpl(8)hA(3) As q- ~t 81-mp2(s)h(s)z~ks (2.7) 
= - I I ( s ;p2) [s l -mh(8) ]~q-  ~tt-[Io(S;pl)s1-mh~(s)As 
+ f I l (s ;p2(~(s)))  [sl-mh(s)] ~ As. (2.8) 
Jt 
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By' (2.5), there exist constants Ko and K1 such that 
[s~-'~h~[ _< KoIIhll and 1(81-m) A /~ _< Klllhll- (21.9) 
Due to this and the hypothesis that fo  I II(t;p2)[ At < oc, the last two integrals in (2.8) must 
converge. If we use (2.3) with p = Pl and p = P2, we get 
[Ii(t;pl)l <_ &(t) and IIl(t;p2)l <<- 2&(t) t-l, (2.10) 
where &(t) is just 5(t) with Pi in place of p for i = 1,2. Again, by (2.5), we see there is a 
constant /(2 such that 
Is~-'~t~l <_ Keilhllt. (2.11) 
Lett ing t --+ oc in (2.8), and applying (2.3) and (2.9)-(2.11), we see that J(t; h) converges. 
Moreover, we can estimate as follows: 
7 f t  T As = .£ s~-~p~(s)h~(s)As+ s~-~p~(s)h(s) IJ(t; h)l 
= - - / l (S ;p2) Io (S ;p l ) s l -mhA(s )  AS 
f t  ~ A As + h(s ;p2(a(s ) ) )  [s>mh(s)]  
£ <_ 2&(t)t-lK211hl[t + lo(s;pOKollhtl As 
+£ I~(s;P2(a(s)) K~llhllAs+ I~(s;P2(~r(s))Kollhll As  
Therefore, IJ(t; h)l _< s(011hll, where 
~00 °° 
S(t) = 2&(t)K,2 + Ko Io(s;pO As 
OG £ O0 
+Kl ftt Ii(s;p2(~(s))As+Ko. Ii(s;pN(~(s))llhll As" 
Since J(t; h) converges, by Lemma 2.1, the function 
a = f~o f2 (Mh)(s) As A~, ,,~ = 1, 
is defined fo r t  > to. We want to show that t~ c B(to) and then estimate Ikhll. Note that if 'm = 0 
or m = 1, in either case, we have 
h~(t) = (Mh)(s) As, 
which implies 
hA(t) <_ S(t)lIhll, (2.12) 
and therefore, h c B(to). 
By the definitions of T and h, Ty E 13(to) if y E B(to). Hence, T : B(to) --~ B(to). To show that 
T is a contraction, let Xl, x2 E B(to). Then ][Tx, - Tx211 <_ KS(to)llzl - z211, where to is chosen 
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so that  KS(to) < 1. 
B(to) where 
1 + ] t ( t  - s)(Myo)(s) As, 
Ym~- t + fttof~(Myl)(s)AsA)~, 
These functions satisfy (2.1) on (to, oc). If h = Ym and 
T is then a contraction, and therefore, has a fixed point, ym, m = 0, 1, in 
m--- -1.  
(t-s)(My0)(s)As, 
then (2.12) implies (2.4), and hence, the eventual disconjugacy of (2.1). 
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